
Why settle for one luxury electric fireplace when two or more can be 
combined to make a grand set of flames for a massive visual impact. 
Get a large, extravagant fireplace installation for a fraction of the 
cost of an equivalent gas unit; the IgniteXL® Bold gives you high end 
operation with the look for which you’ve been longing. The IgniteXL® 
Bold Linear is the first electric fireplace with the ability to link units 
together for complete customization – pushing length to new limits.

Modular Installation 
Made Easy

IgniteXL® Bold
Linking Bracket for Modular Installation XLFXDLINK

Left , Shown with 3 connected 
60" IgniteXL Bold Fireplace



Bay
Shown with 3 - 60 inch units

Right
Shown with 3 - 60 inch units 

Why Invest in a Modular Electric Fireplace?
Lengthy Connections
To get a dramatically oversized linear fireplace that makes a lasting impression, use 
the linking kit and combine multiple units in a series to achieve your desired length

Flexible Installation 
Choose from multiple configuration options by sticking with a front facing fireplace 
or by removing the side panels to create either a left, right, or bay unit

Be in Control
Showcase your bold statement of a fireplace with or without the heat  
– you’ll have more heat than you need and unlike a gas linear, you can  
enjoy the flames 365 days a year

Environmentally Friendly
Electric fireplaces convert 100% of input energy to heat, reducing the 
environmental impact and increasing energy efficiency

Completely Safe
No combustion, no carbon monoxide, front glass that is cool to the touch,  
and you can even deactivate the heater

Installation Made Easy
No venting or piping required and the unit can be placed anywhere a  
standard electrical outlet or connection exists 

Model # Description Lbs/Kg UPC Wty. Carton Dimensions (WxHxD) Cube

inches cm Ft3 M3

XLFXDLINK Linking Kit Bracket 781052 139503

IgniteXL® Bold
Linking Bracket for Modular Installation XLFXDLINK
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XLFXDLINK
Linking Kit Bracket 

Front, Shown with 3 connected 
60" IgniteXL Bold Fireplace


